SAVINGS WITH BATTERIES PLUS AND E&I!

Overview
Hampden Sydney College saved 47% with Batteries Plus

Right now I purchase for the entire college and all departments go through me as well. We buy all of our batteries from Batteries Plus. We use a lot of AA, AAA, C and D, UPS backup, fire system, car, ground and golf cart batteries. We stopped using local vendors because they were too expensive and didn’t have great customer service.

Batteries Plus has the fastest, friendliest customer service. At one time, we were using many vendors and, after looking at the overall spend, we chose to just buy from Batteries Plus due to huge savings with the E&I contract.

Madison Giles
Hampden Sydney College

Scenario
In August of 2022, Hampden Sydney College purchased a variety of batteries. The original retail price would have been $4462. Thanks to the E&I contract pricing (Contract Number: CNR01505), they were able to save 47% off the original retail cost and only ended up paying $2355.

SLI65M
12V premium flooded battery with 850 cold cranking amps provides ample starting power year-round. Used for starter, lighting and ignition needs for fleet vehicles.

Procell Alkaline
Procell industrial batteries are general purpose batteries, ideal for powering mid and low drain professional devices, such as security devices, touchless devices, flashlights and much more.

SLA12-12F2
Duracell Ultra 12V sealed lead acid battery. Fits these applications: emergency lighting, UPS backups, data centers, fire & security and other backup or cycling applications.

SLA12-7F
Duracell Ultra 12V 7Ah sealed lead acid battery. Fits these applications: emergency lighting, UPS backups, data centers, fire & security and other backup or cycling applications.

LMR4497LI
7.4V 2200MAH lithium ion two-way radio battery.

FREE On-Site Assessments
batteriesplus.com | 1-800-677-8278
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